TVHRC Meeting Minutes 11‐20‐14
Present were: Danny Kaiser, Louise Taylor, Willie Alderson, Jack Smith, Dina
Perugini, Micah Duffy, Allyn Foster, Pete Eromenok, Ron Borton, Blaine Hyde and
Judy Hyde at Cold Mtn. Creek in Emmett.
Ron will get the contract with Northwest Game Birds done and order birds for the
training days and the Hunt Tests. He will order a total of 405 birds. He also
advised there is a $1.00 restocking fee if we take them back so we will need to try
and sell extra birds.
Jack Smith reported that all the current officers have agreed to be nominated for
another term. Dave Snider also would like to be put on the ballot for a board
nomination.
Blaine will buy enough holding blinds so that the club has a total of 20. He will
contact Butch Green and George Rogers (George has a supplier) and see what
they have.
Louise suggested we get a 3 more canopies. Blaine and Dave will each donate one
and Blaine will email the membership and see if someone else has one they
would like to donate before Louise buys another one.
We discussed the option of buying more popper guns or gas guns. Popper guns ‐
are easier to use, cost about $150 and Ron will be able to continue to supply
poppers at $7.00/box for a while but we have to have at least 16 year olds at the
gun stations. Gas guns ‐ need a little practice before you use them, cost $300, are
cheap to use and we don’t need to find help at least 16 years old to be in a bird
station. The club voted to buy more popper guns to get to a total of 12. Blaine will
count the guns we have that work and let Micah know as he will so some research
on prices. Dave Snider donated one popper gun.
Dina is working on the Judges Seminar and has talked to the AKC. Possible dates
are January 24, 31, and February 7. Blaine will email the membership and see
what the interest is in having one. She has the ribbons and will get them counted
so that we can get some ordered if needed.

The banquet has been scheduled for January 24. Blaine and Judy will contact
Frank Kenny and get the deposit back and get the deposit and rental for this year
paid. Micah will get the donations letters and banquet invites mailed out to the
membership. This needs to be done soon in order for some donors to be able to
participate.
It was generally agreed that the club needs a larger trailer, the one we have is
5x8. Blaine checked on several are 6X12’s that were priced from $1900 for used
ones to $2200 for a new one. Some thought that we needed a bigger one (14’)
and Micah will do some research on that size. If we buy a used we need to be
careful of its condition (axel, tires, wheel bearings etc.)
Danny checked on his contact for hats. The price for an embroidered logo one
color hat is $8.00/100; the cost for camo is $15/100. The cost for the ones like
Bob ordered for the club, several different camo styles, is $17/100. Willie is still
checking on another source.
The next meeting will be on January 8, 6:30 pm at Cold Mtn. Creek.
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